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Abstract— Handheld haptic devices are often limited in 
rendering capability, as compared to traditional grounded 
devices. Strenuous design criteria on weight, size, power 
consumption, and the ungrounded nature of handheld devices, 
can drive designers to prioritize actuator force or torque 
production over other components of dynamic range like 
bandwidth, transparency, and the range of stable impedances. 
Hybrid actuation, the use of passive and active actuators 
together, has the potential to increase the dynamic range of 
handheld haptic devices due to the large passive torque 
capability, the stabilizing effects of passive actuators, the high 
bandwidth of conventional DC servomotors, and the synergy 
between actuators. However, to date the use of hybrid actuation 
has been limited due to the highly nonlinear torque 
characteristics of available passive actuators that result in poor 
rendering accuracy. This paper describes a hybrid actuation 
approach and novel control topology which aims to solve 
actuation challenges associated with nonlinear passive actuators 
in hybrid and handheld haptic devices. The performance of the 
device is assessed experimentally, and the approach is compared 
to existing handheld devices. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Actuators for grounded kinesthetic haptic devices have 
been a focus of research for many years. However, new 
developments in augmented and virtual reality have opened a 
new area of haptics research focusing on ungrounded handheld 
and wearable haptic devices. Traditional grounded kinesthetic 
haptic device design criteria, composing dynamic range, still 
apply to this new generation of devices. The mobile nature of 
these new ungrounded devices impose additional and more 
strenuous size and weight requirements than traditional 
grounded kinesthetic devices. As a result, actuation 
approaches used in these devices often address only a subset 
of the total actuation requirements. New hybrid actuators, the 
combination of active and passive actuators, has the potential 
to fully address actuation design requirements of ungrounded 
handheld haptic devices. 

Typical kinesthetic actuation approaches used in existing 
ungrounded handheld and wearable devices have adopted 
various design approaches.  While somewhat subjective, we 
have organized this prior work into five categories, classified 
according to the type and characteristics of the actuation 
approach used (see Table 1). 

The first actuation category is comprised of passive and 
shape rendering devices that utilize mechanical brakes to 
render kinesthetic feedback to the user. Actuation approaches 
in this class of device take the form of a brake which can be 
used to render the shape of the virtual object or a limited set of 
virtual impedances [1,2].  These devices can typically provide 
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very large forces, due to their passive shape rendering 
mechanisms, but lack the ability to render a diverse range of 
impedances. 

The second actuation category includes devices that utilize 
highly-geared electric motors, providing a high force/torque 
density while minimizing weight and resource usage.  These 
devices incorporate output force or torque sensing for 
feedback and are controlled in an admittance mode where a 
force control loop is wrapped around the position control loop 
to render the virtual environment [3]. These actuators are 
limited by their position control bandwidth and consequently 
are limited in transparency and force bandwidth. 

The third actuation category consists of devices that utilize 
compliant actuation, typically controlled as a series elastic 
actuator (SEA) [4]. This approach has been adopted for 
wearable hand exoskeletons [5,6]. These actuators place a 
compliant (series elastic) element between the user and the 
actuator, allowing for closed loop force control through the 
measurement of the compliant element's deflection. Speed 
reducers used in the SEA increase the range of controllable 
force magnitudes while maintaining transparency, but they are 
limited in force control bandwidth.   

The fourth actuation category consists of devices that pair 
electric motors with a small speed reducer, (e.g. planetary or 
cable reduction) and are often used to provide kinesthetic 
feedback in hand-centered haptic devices [7,8]. This approach 
can provide larger forces and torques but can reduce device 
transparency if reduction ratios are large. 

The final actuation category consists of devices that use 
pneumatic actuators.  These devices can address force 
magnitude and transparency requirements but have trouble 
providing the torque bandwidth needed for a high-quality 
rendering [8,9]. Table 1 summarizes which high-level 
ungrounded kinesthetic haptic design requirements are 
addressed by each of the five actuation categories discussed. 

TABLE I.  ACTUATION APPROACHES COMMON TO  HANDHELD 
KINESTHETIC HAPTIC DEVICES 

Actuation 
Approach 

Kinesthetic Haptic Design Criteria Composing Dynamic Range 

Large 
Forces 

Large 
Bandwidth 
of Force 

Transparent 
High 

Stiffness 

Variable 
Impedance 
Rendering 

  Passive Brakes 
[1,2]      

Admittance 
Control [3]      

SEA’s [5,6] 
     

Geared DC 
Motors [7,8]      

Pnumatic 
Devices [8,9]      
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Interest in hybrid actuation grew from haptic devices 
utilizing passive actuators for high stiffness rendering. Since 
then, hybrid actuation has been shown to increase the stable 
range of rendered impedances, increase torque density, and 
improve energy efficiency as compared to active-only 
solutions in grounded impedance-based kinesthetic haptic 
devices [10-12] and can provide variable impedance rendering 
that passive-only approaches do not. While hybrid actuation 
appears to be a promising approach, the highly nonlinear 
torque characteristics of currently available passive actuation, 
particularly acute during velocity reversals, has made it 
challenging to create accurate haptic effects. As such, hybrid 
actuators have not been widely adopted by grounded 
kinesthetic haptic displays and have never, to our knowledge, 
been incorporated into an ungrounded handheld device. 

Various control and mechanical design approaches have 
been investigated to mitigate the nonlinear characteristics of 
available passive actuation while maintaining its beneficial 
characteristics, including energy dissipation and high static 
load capability.  Control approaches have included techniques 
to reduce the passive actuator’s effect at low velocity and thus 
eliminate the rapid and difficult to predict torque fluctuations 
that can occur [13,14].  While effective in increasing rendering 
accuracy, the beneficial high-static torque available is reduced 
significantly.  Mechanical solutions have relied on complex 
mechanical components to address the undesirable nonlinear 
characteristics typical of passive actuators, complicating 
mechanical design and increasing weight. Examples of this 
include designs that incorporate multiple brakes and 
overrunning clutches [15], a mechanical differential [16], and 
springs [12] to maintain transparency and improve 
performance. Actuation approaches with complicated 
mechanical designs are generally excluded from consideration 
due to the size and weight constraints of handheld haptic 
devices. In summary, existing hybrid actuation methods have 
failed to address the full range of design requirements of high-
performance handheld kinesthetic haptic interfaces. 

We have developed a new hybrid actuation control 
approach for handheld haptic devices, conceptually shown in 
Fig. 1, to mitigate the undesirable nonlinear characteristics of 
passive actuators and realize benefits of hybrid actuation, 
including increased rendering range or Z-width.  Our approach 
addresses hybrid design and control challenges with a novel 
passive torque partitioning method and control structure that 
incorporates brake-torque feedback compensation to eliminate 
the undesirable nonlinear brake effects and thus allows for the 
use of a simple mechanical design required in lightweight 
handheld haptic devices. 

 
Figure 1. Hybrid actuation approach model and signal flow diagram.  

The passive actuator partitioning method employs an 
accurate passive actuator torque model to partition desired 
actuation torques according to the constrained dynamics of the 
passive actuator, isolating torque components that can be 
rendered by the passive actuator while shunting the remaining 
torque components to the active actuator.  This model-based 
approach significantly improves passive torque partitioning 
when compared to existing methods, largely eliminating the 
nonlinear switching behavior common to simple partitioning 
approaches based on power flow [13,15]. In addition to model-
based partitioning, active feedback of passive actuator error 
allows the active actuator to compensate for the remaining 
undesirable nonlinear passive actuator torques, virtually 
eliminating the undesirable nonlinear effects of the passive 
actuator, resulting in improved rendering accuracy and high 
transparency. Our hybrid actuation approach achieves a larger 
dynamic range than each component individually while 
virtually removing rendering distortion.  Finally, our control 
method enables a simple low impedance mechanical design 
necessary to bring hybrid actuation to the handheld form 
factor. The handheld hybrid actuation approach presented here 
fulfills the design requirements identified as important to 
kinesthetic haptic actuators while satisfying additional size 
and weight requirements imposed by the handheld haptic 
format. 

The discussion and evaluation of our proposed handheld 
hybrid actuation approach are organized into three sections. 
The first section focuses on hybrid actuation control 
challenges and how they are resolved by our control approach. 
A discussion of mechanical design elements critical to hybrid 
handheld haptic device performance constitutes the second 
section. Finally, the performance of our prototype device is 
experimentally evaluated and compared to existing haptic 
devices from each category. 

I. HYBRID ACTUATOR CONTROL 

A fundamental function of a hybrid actuators control 
system is to partition a desired torque command into 
commands for each actuator. This partitioning effectively 
creates a single input single output system (SISO) from a dual 
input single output device (DISO) as seen in Fig. 2. The 
challenge and goal of hybrid control is to partition torques in a 
way which improves dynamic range and does not impact the 
haptic rendering. 

 
Figure 2. Generalized control topology of a multi-input single output 

hybrid actuator recast into a single input single output system. 

  Methods to achieve this goal are varied and include 
partitioning approaches based on power flow [13,15], the 
rendered impedance where the passive actuator renders 
damping torques while the active actuator supplies stiffness 
torques [10], and by measuring the deflection of a series elastic 
spring to estimate brake torque production and partitioning the 
active torque accordingly [12]. Additional torque partitioning 
methods utilize: a first order transfer function to partition the 
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passive and active torque [14], an active actuator as a velocity 
source and the brake as a torque source [16], and a passivity 
observer and controller to generate brake commands [17]. 
Experimentation with our hybrid system has revealed that the 
torque partitioning approach has significant impact on the 
devices rendering quality, performance, and rendering range. 

Our goals for our hybrid control approach are three-fold. 
Our hybrid control approach should meet or exceed the 
dynamic range of a typical active only impedance based haptic 
device utilizing a DC motor. Our control system should solve 
control challenges common to hybrid devices like the “sticky 
wall” effect [13,14] while taking advantage of zero velocity 
passive torque produced by brakes. Finally, because of size 
and weight restrictions on handheld haptic devices, our control 
approach should remove the need for additional mechanical 
components such as clutches and differentials to achieve a 
quality rendering.  

Fig. 1 shows the general control approach for our handheld 
hybrid haptic device.  Initially, the torque command is fed 
through a dynamic model of the passive actuator (to be 
described in more detail in the next section) from which the 
passive actuator commanded torque is developed.  This step is 
referred to as passive partitioning.  The difference between the 
measured passive actuator torque and the total torque 
command is used to form the active actuator’s torque 
command. Measured torque feedback allows the high 
bandwidth servo motor to compensate for unwanted passive 
torques and to produce torque the passive actuator cannot. 

A. Particle Brake Dynamics 

An essential part of our proposed model-based passive 
actuator partitioning approach is the development of an 
accurate passive actuator physical model.  To motivate our 
modeling approach, it is instructive to discuss the specifics of 
the passive actuator’s design.  In our work, we have used a 
particle brake, which can produce controllable passive torques 
when current is passed through a coil generating an 
electromagnetic field. The field binds the rotor and stator 
together via ferrous metal particles and resulting torques resist 
motion of the rotor.  Steady-state brake torque increases with 
increasing current and is a function of displacement. At large 
position oscillation amplitudes coulomb friction is a good 
approximation of the brakes torque response and energy 
dissipation. However, closer examination of the measured 
brake torque vs. position relationship, Fig. 3, shows a more 
continuous transition in torque during velocity reversal 
conditions. Our experiments show the brake is able to store 
energy and under small deflections and can behave more like 
a spring than a purely dissipative system. 

Figure 3. Measured torque response of the particle brake under constant 
current conditions and a position input a) Zoomed plot of the brake 
response showing a Dahl like response. b) Full position oscillation cycle 
and resulting brake torque response. 

This behavior is akin to structural damping observed in 
bolted joints [18] and bearing friction. Taking inspiration from 
these sources we developed a modified Dahl friction model to 
describe the torque production and mechanical hysteresis of 
our brake under velocity reversal conditions [19]. A graphical 
comparison to measured brake torque and rotor position data 
can be seen in Fig. 3.  

In addition to mechanical behavior, particle brake 
electrical dynamics limit the change of current in the coil and 
influence torque production in the brake. Particle brakes also 
display a nonlinear and hysteretic relationship between current 
flowing in the coil and steady state output torque. The 
complete brake mathematical model is described in detail in 
Appendix A. 

B. Model-Based Passive Partitioning 

Our passive partitioning method, shown in Fig. 1 and 5, 
utilizes our particle brake model to estimate particle brake 
torque. Both electrical dynamics and mechanical hysteresis 
effects are important to produce a useful estimate of brake 
torque production.  The torque command and brake position 
are the inputs to the brake dynamic model whereas the 
estimated brake torque is the model’s output.  If the open loop 
brake torque estimate is of the same sign as the commanded 
torque, indicating that the commanded torque is physically 
feasible given the brake’s current state, then the commanded 
torque is sent to the brake. This approach removes brake 
commands which are not physically possible and if not 
removed would oppose the torque command.  

Our method of partitioning the actuators commanded 
torque has several advantages over methods assuming purely 
dissipative passive actuator torques. First, power based 
partitioning methods have problems at zero or near zero 
velocity. In discrete systems with finite velocity resolution 
power-based partitioning can produce rapid switching at or 
near the sample frequency of the discrete time controller. This 
can cause chattering in the passive actuators rendered torque 
and affect the rendering of a haptic device without other 
mechanical or software provisions [13,15]. Passive torque 
commands obtained with our open loop model do not display 
the same switching behavior, as seen in Fig. 4. Additionally, 
the passive actuator is able to produce zero velocity passive 
torque. Finally, our passive partitioning method accounts for 
strain energy stored in the brake. Accounting for this has 
distinct advantages while the hybrid device is operating at high 
stiffness where energy stored in the brake plays a significant 
role in the dynamics of the device. 

 
Figure 4. Time domain plot of the torque command by our model-based 
passive partitioning method compared to results obtained by power-based 
partitioning. The figure also shows the time domain results of the Dahl 
inspired model. 
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C. Stiffness-Based Partitioning  

 At high stiffness our torque partitioning method works 
well and the three goals for our hybrid control system are 
achieved. We attribute this to the behavior of the particle brake 
at small deflections. Our partitioning approach allows the 
brake to behave like a physical spring in parallel with the 
active actuator. 

However, large position oscillation amplitudes are often 
encountered at low stiffness and the hybrid actuator begins to 
display undesirable “sticky wall” effects. Active actuators like 
the DC motor comprising half of our hybrid actuator are 
capable low stiffness actuators. Consequently, we choose to 
utilize only the active portion of our hybrid actuator while 
rendering low stiffness. Utilizing the active actuator at low 
stiffness prevents particle brake sticking. Our control 
structure, enabling a smooth transition between active only 
and hybrid operation, can be seen in Fig 5. In practice we set 
hybrid transition points from low stiffness active-only 
rendering to high stiffness hybrid rendering at a stiffness where 
sticky walls are no longer observed (20-21 [N/mm]). In most 
haptic applications the rendered stiffness is known and could 
be supplied as part of the control algorithm. However, in 
applications where the virtual environment stiffness is not 
known apriori an online estimation approach can be adopted 
(see Appendix B) 

II. MECHANICAL DESIGN  

To evaluate our hybrid actuation and control approach we 
have developed a one-degree-of-freedom handheld prototype 
(see Fig. 6).  The mechanical design of our handheld hybrid 
actuator seeks to achieve a high level of transparency with 
simple lightweight design. We achieve transparency with low 
inertia actuation and a stiff, efficient, low reduction, (9.3:1), 
cable transmission. Our control structure allows passive and 
active actuators to be rigidly linked together simplifying our 
mechanical design compared to other hybrid actuation 
approaches which require multiple brakes and overrunning 
clutches [15], mechanical differentials [16] and series elastic 
elements to function [12].  

 Our hybrid actuator utilizes a particle brake (Placid 
Industries B1) and a high-performance DC servo motor 
(Maxon DCX 22 S Ø22 mm with RIO 16 encoder 65536 CPT) 
connected in parallel. The device is capable of grasping and 
touching haptic interactions as shown in Fig. 6. An ATI 
Nano43 sensor provides brake torque feedback. The particle 

brake rotor itself has low inertia; and when the coil is 
unpowered only a small amount of latent friction remains. 
These properties make it an ideal choice as a low impedance 
passive actuator. An ironless core Maxon DC motor was 
selected as the active actuator to eliminate cogging torque and 
minimize rotor inertia. Cable transmissions, like the one used 
here, are very efficient and are nearly lossless. The low and 
efficient reduction prevents excessive reflected inertia at the 
output of the transmission helping the device to remain 
transparent. 

Figure 6.  Two haptic interactions enabled by the handheld haptic device. 
a) Grabbing a virtual object. b) Touching a surface. c) Low impedance 
mechanical design of the hybrid actuator enabling a transparent rendering. 

 

 
Figure 5. Passive partition including stiffness-based partitioning and model-based passive partitioning. Either a known or estimated stiffness might be used 
as the input signal for the hybrid transition. Additional information about the stiffness estimation method can be found in appendix B. 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION 

To evaluate the performance of our one-degree-of-freedom 
prototype, we conducted experiments to determine (1) the 
maximum rendering force and stiffness, (2) the kinesthetic 
rendering bandwidth (i.e. range of frequencies over which the 
prototype can accurately render kinesthetic forces with 
minimal amplitude and phase distortion) , and (3) latent 
friction forces to assess transparency. Finally, we 
programmed the device to display the force profile of a button 
to demonstrate how the dynamic range enabled through our 
control approach translates to common kinesthetic handheld 
haptic interactions.  

A. Maximum Rendering Force and Stiffness 

Providing larger forces and more importantly a larger range 
of impedances is the main motivation for the use of our hybrid 
actuation approach in place of typical active only actuation 
approaches. The Z-width, or range of stable impedances, has 
been traditionally used to evaluate the performance of a 
kinesthetic haptic device [20]. Specifically, the maximum 
stable virtual wall stiffness of a haptic device, one axis of a Z-
width plot, is often used to evaluate the performance of an 
impedance based haptic device.  

The prototype was programed to render a unilateral virtual 
wall with various stiffness to measure the maximum stable 
virtual wall stiffness. The interaction was deemed to be stable 
if no discernable vibrations were present. The position 
domain plot of a representative stable interaction with the 
maximum virtual stiffness is shown in Fig. 7a. Data shown in 
Fig. 7 was captured using the grabbing grip shown in Fig. 6a. 
Time domain data shown in Fig. 7 confirms the device is 
producing large forces. The device can render symmetrically 
(i.e. both passive and active forces) below 10 [N] and 
asymmetrically, combining active and passive torque, to 
greater than 20 [N]. This assumes a 3.5 inch moment arm to 
the point of finger contact. Additionally, Fig.7a and b shows 
our hybrid control system improves the achievable range of 
stable stiffness as compared to typical active only impedance 
based haptic devices without compromising the haptic 
rendering. 

While rendering common haptic features, like a virtual 
wall, much of the steady state torque can be supplied 
passively, Fig 7c. As with other hybrid implementations, 
active rendering forces which occur when moving away from 

the wall, must be supplied by the active actuator.  For high-
stiffness virtual walls the interactions are typically 
intermittent and require short bursts of active torque, typically 
containing higher frequency content.  As such, the active 
actuator must be sized to obtain a peak torque equivalent to 
that of the passive actuator but need not achieve this torque 
level in steady-state.  This allows for the use of a smaller 
active actuator while still achieving a symmetric active-
passive torque capability for many common rendering 
situations.  

B. Kinesthetic Rendering Bandwidth 

The virtual wall experiments show our device accurately 
captures the user’s kinesthetic motions. However, researchers 
have found that the realism of a kinesthetic haptic interaction 
is influenced by high frequency transients and that the display 
of faster force transients is vital to stimulating the user 
perception [21]. Consequently, the range of frequencies a 
kinesthetic haptic device can render, referred to here as its 
rendering bandwidth, is important to haptic interactions.  

To assess the rendering bandwidth of our prototype we 
constructed an experimental testbed to measure the output 
impedance of the prototype over a range of frequencies. Our 
test setup consists of a voice coil actuator (Kimco LA12-17-
000A) and the hybrid haptic device. A load cell (TAL2205) is 
mounted on the hybrid haptic device to measure interaction 
forces between the voice coil and device. A linkage connects 
the voice coil actuator to the haptic device through the load 
cell. 

In our experiments, the device was programmed to render 
a pure spring. Interaction forces were varied through activation 
of the voice coil actuator (i.e. a chirp signal from 0.1 to 100 
[Hz] frequency, applied over 10 cycles lasting 10 seconds 
each). Impedance measurements obtained from these tests, 
Fig. 8, shows a rendering bandwidth from a virtual spring, (60 
[N/mm]), up to at least 100 [Hz] with minimal magnitude or 
phase distortion. At smaller stiffness, 0.6 and 6 [N/mm], the 
mass of the device itself causes the high frequency asymptote 
observed in the magnitude plot and the corresponding gain in 
phase. Despite distortion caused by the mass of the device, the 
virtual spring is still producing torque at higher frequencies 
and the rendering bandwidth remains unchanged. We can 
conclude that our hybrid haptic device is able to capture user 
motions and accurately render kinesthetic forces across a 
broad frequency range, at least to 100 [Hz], important to the 
realism of kinesthetic haptic interactions. 

 
Figure 7. Various rendering stiffness, 60 [N/mm], and two lower stiffness, 6 [N/mm] and 0.6 [n/mm], left to right respectively. The sample frequency is 
set at 5000 [Hz] for all tests. a) Maximum hybrid stiffness with measured output force.  b) Virtual wall comparison with measured output force.  c) Active 
and passive contributions to the 60[N/mm] hybrid virtual wall.  d) Active command and measured passive torque contributions at lower stiffness. 
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Figure 8. Magnitude, Phase, and Coherence of impedance frequency 
responses. A soft (0.6 [N/mm]), medium (6 [N/mm]), and stiff (60 
[N/mm]), spring are shown in blue red and yellow respectively. A chirp 
is used to excite the system from 0.1 [Hz] to 100 [Hz].  A Hanning 
window, 50% overlap, and 199 frequency averages we taken  [Hz] and 
the discrete control system is running at 5000 [Hz] 

C. Latent Friction / Transparency 

Impedance-based devices are designed to have low 
reflected inertia and drive-train friction to achieve a 
transparent feeling. To assess transparency, the device was 
programmed for an impedance of zero (i.e. no force as a 
function of position).  Users interacted with the device and 
output forces were measured using a load cell at the end of the 
device finger rest. Fig. 9 shows transparency measurements of 
the device in free space. The device displays a minimal amount 
of friction, 0.06 – 0.15 [N] on average over the measured 
intervals, while under normal operation. 

Low measured friction and resulting transparency results 
from both the low mechanical impedance of the prototype’s 
design and the proposed control approach which incorporates 
direct feedback of the brake’s output torque. Our control 
system measures latent particle brake friction and masks it 
with the active actuator. It is worth noting that transparency is 

only improved within the bandwidth of passive torque 
feedback. When moving in one direction the filtered latent 
friction measurement is nearly exact and almost no resistive 
force can be felt. Transparency is only compromised when the 
direction of motion changes and latent friction forces are 
generated beyond the bandwidth of passive torque feedback.  

 
Figure 9. Filtered measured output torque (5 [Hz] B.W. Zero Lag SOF) at 
the output of the handheld haptic device while a) the device is off and b) 
while the control system is compensating for latent particle brake torque. 
Average torque over each bracketed interval is shown in boxes. 

A. Complex Button Force Profile 

A button is a common haptic effect that demonstrates the 
capabilities of the hybrid handheld haptic device. Buttons have 
a stiff nonlinear and sometimes hysteretic force deflection 
profiles. To qualitatively assess the performance of our control 
approach we programmed our prototype to render a button 
force profile.  We use the button model in [22] to create the 
force deflection profile of a common pushbutton. Fig. 10 
shows the force deflection profile resulting from the button 
model.  

Accurately rendering the button displays the handheld 
hybrid haptic devices dynamic range and ability to render 
features of an immersive virtual environment. The hybrid 
control system transitions between active only rendering and 
hybrid rendering when stiffness increases and can render both 
soft and stiff environments. The characteristic button click 
requires an actuator with all the components of dynamic range 
to render convincingly. Table two summarizes our 
experimental results characterizing the dynamic range of the 
hybrid handheld haptic device and compares them to existing 
devices. 

TABLE II.   COMPARISON OF  HANDHELD AND WEARABLE KINESTHETIC HAPTIC DEVICES 

 Handheld Kinesthetic Haptic Device Design Criteria 

Device Large Forces Large Bandwidth of Force 
Transparent ~Friction 

Force 
Largest Stable 

Stiffness 
Mass** 

Passive And Shape 
Rendering  

Wolverine [2] 105 [N] -- -- 162 [N/mm] 55 [g] 

MR Glove [1] 0.821 [Nm] -- 0.005 [Nm] -- 640 [g] 

Admitance Devices CLAW [3] 30 [N] -- 0.5N 5.73 [N/mm] 420 [g] 

SEA Devices 
Maestro Hand Exoskeleton [5] 16 [N] 10 [Hz] -- -- 136 [g]  

SEA Hand Exoskeleton [6] 9 [N] -- -- -- 298 [g]  

DC motors with 
speed reducers 

Geared DC Motor [7] 0.363 [Nm] -- -- -- -- 

Cybergrasp [8] 12 [N]  40 [hz] -- -- 539 [g]  

Pnumatic Actuation 
Rutgars Haptic Master II [8] 16 [N] 10 [Hz] 0.014 [N] -- 80 [g] 

Soft Actuator Glove [9] 2.1 [N] -- 0.58 [N] -- 30.8 [g 

Hybrid Actuators Hybrid Handheld Device 10-20* [N] >100 [Hz] 0.06-0.15 [N]  60 [N/mm] 550 [g] 
*10 newtons is the symetric rendering range of the device. 20 newtons of force can be achieved by summing active and passive forces. Generated forces were measured at a 
3.5” moment arm.  **The mass column comparison uses the mass at the users hand. If actuators were located away from the hand acuator mass was not included. 
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Figure 10. Hybrid rendering of a button K1 = 2N/mm Fr = 0.1 K2 = 
40N/mm m = 2mm n = 3mm  fs = 5000 [Hz] a) Compares measured Zero 
Lag Filtered (SOF 40Hz cutoff) output force (blue) and Reference torque 
(red) b) Shows the reference torque (red) and the measured filtered 
passive force (purple and the commanded active torque (yellow)) c) Is a 
zoomed plot of the stiff wall interaction at the end of the buttons throw. 

Table two shows our hybrid device excels in the bandwidth 
of force provided and the range of virtual stiffness it can 
achieve. The maximum forces obtained by the device are of 
comparable magnitude to most existing actuation approaches. 
Hybrid actuator transparency is not linked to a minimum mass 
as it is in admittance controlled devices and measured friction 
is of a similar magnitude but often much less than other 
actuation approaches. Our prototype is heavier than many 
handheld devices, but all actuators are located in the device as 
opposed to the cable driven designs used in Maestro [5] and 
CyberGrasp [13]. 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Our hybrid control approach brings dynamic range needed 
to render diverse virtual environments to the handheld form 
factor. Our hybrid control system does so though the use of a 
novel particle brake model, partitioning system, and torque 
feedback. The actuation and control approach enables 
increased dynamic range and eliminates common hybrid 
rendering artifacts like the “sticky wall”. Our control approach 
enables simple mechanical design necessary for handheld 
haptic applications. The prototype device compares favorably 
to existing devices in performance but could be considered 
heavy for a handheld device. 

The prototype hybrid handheld device presented here only 
contains one degree of freedom and weighs 550 grams. 
Integrating the passive torque sensor more fully into the 
structure of the actuator by using bonded strain gauges would 
simplify design further, stiffen the device, and reduce weight. 
Additional design iterations could significantly reduce the 
weight and size. Testing the hybrid actuation approach on a 
multiple degree of freedom platform remains a subject of 
future work. Finally, we wish to explore the rendering 
accuracy and bandwidth for other haptic impedance effects in 
addition to the pure stiffness discussed here. 
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APPENDIX A – PARTICLE BRAKE DYNAMICS 

The particle brake has linear and nonlinear characteristics 
as mentioned in the particle brake dynamics section. The block 
diagram shown in Fig 11. Summarizes how our brake model 
is applied. 

 
Figure 11. Block diagram showing quasi-static model inversion to 
improve steady state torque rendering accuracy, and the model based 
passive partition which includes electrical and mechanical dynamics. 

A. Quasi-Static Torque Current Model Inversion 

A nonlinear and hysteretic relationship exists between the 
current flowing in the brakes coil and the steady state output 
torque of the brake as shown in Fig. 12a. To model this 
relationship and increase the accuracy of the brakes steady 
state output torque we utilize a model inverse solution. 
Inverting the steady state or quasi-static torque to current 
relationship and fitting third order polynomials to the rising 
and falling curves forms the boundary of the rate independent 
hysteretic relationship. We utilize a rate independent 
hysteresis model of the Dahl variety to transition back in forth 
between the two fitted curves forming minor loops, Fig. 12. 

 
Figure 12 a) Quasi-static steady state torque current relationship. With 
third order polynomials Irise and Ifall b) Hysteresis element (lambda) 
forming minor loops of rate independent hysteresis behavior. 

B. Velocity Reversal Dynamics – Mechanical Hysteresis 

As stated in the particle brake dynamics section we use a 
modified Dahl friction model, (1), to model mechanical 
hysteresis observed in the brake. 

1
d db b bsign
d dtcb


  


 

 
  
  

  
 (1) 

Where:  
   Brake Stiffness     Hysteresis shape parameter 

b   Brake torque b   Brake rotor position 

c   The coulomb or steady state brake torque 

The modified Dahl model utilizes the output of our 
electrical dynamic model to change the steady state brake 
torque. Our quasi-static model inversion makes this possible 
by linearizing steady state torque characteristics of the brake. 

C. Electrical Dynamic Model 

  Electrical dynamics of the brake give it low pass 
characteristics. The brake amplifier (Copley JSP-090-10) 
utilizes a PI current controller. Resistance and inductance 
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associated with the brakes coil limits the rate of change of 
current and steady state torque production. A closed loop 
transfer function describing the command tracking current 
response of a linear inductive load may be written in the form 
of (2) and is used to represent electrical dynamics of the brake. 
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APPENDIX B – ONLINE STIFFNESS ESTIMATION  

A more general stiffness estimation approach might be 
necessary for applications in nonlinear or telerobotic 
environments where the stiffness of the rendered impedance is 
unknown. In this case we adopt a method for online parameter 
estimation. One method we have found useful to estimate the 
linear stiffness of an unknown virtual environment is the 
restoring force surface method (3) and [23]. 
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Where: 

estK   The estimated stiffness at the current sample instant 

    The measured position error of the actuator at sample k. 
   The torque commanded to the actuator at sample k. 

Incorporating an online stiffness estimation method into 
our control algorithm makes it suitable for the most general 
circumstances encountered by a haptic device.  
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